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Still To Be TRID Ready
Before August 1
Due to the recent press release from the CFPB of
possibly postponing the effective date of the TILARESPA Integrated Disclosures (TRID) (a.k.a., Know
Before You Owe) rule until October 3, 2015, IDS
would like to announce that independent of the
outcome of this proposal, IDS will remain on track
with its current implementation plan to be ready
prior to August 1, 2015.
IDS President Mark Mackey states, "We have been
planning to be ready by August 1 from the beginning, and our plans haven't changed. If anything,
now our customers have a couple extra months to
test and train before the laws go into effect.”

Training & Testing: Be Prepared
July 28 marks a significant date for training and testing. IDS
Compliance Officer Jonathan Johnson will host the upcoming
TRID Webinar on LE/CD Testing, which will highlight significant TRID changes in idsDoc, including Fee and Escrow reviews and numerous testing scenarios. Sign up at idsDoc.com.
In connection with this webinar, additional TRID resources
will be provided on our IDS Resources site. With the increased
quantity of TRID content, we will then provide a new TRID
Resources section under the "Compliance" tab. There you may
find previous TRID webinars, demos, and other useful guides
and training materials.
With the TRID deadline extended, take this extra time to train,
test and prepare. You may access IDS Resources when logging into idsDoc and clicking on the "Resources" tab.

TRIDology
crossword puzzle

These quiz questions
originate from IDS's
Review of the Top
20 TRID Implementation Issues. You
may access this
document as well
as the answers to
the crossword at
idsdoc.com/more.

See how prepared you are for TRID!
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The rule allows for an oral indication of an “intent to proceed,”
but it must also be __________.
If a CD is disclosed with “Fixed Rate” as the product type, but
then prior to consummation a product change is made that adds
a two year negative amortization period, these circumstances
would require a ____________ of the CD.
The kind of business day when creditors' offices are open to the
public for carrying out substantially all of its business functions,
which may or may not include Saturdays.
When a __________ penalty is added to the loan between
receipt of the CD and consummation, an additional three day
waiting period is required.
#12
The creditor must deliver a ______ & corrected ___________
within 60 days of consummation when actual amount paid by
consumer at consummation exceeded the limitations permitted
by the “good faith determination".
A creditor shall retain evidence of compliance with the requirements of [the LE and CD] for _____ ____ after the date disclosures are required to be made.
A consumer may not be charged fees by the creditor until the
consumer has indicated an ______ __ _______.
What is the timing requirement to deliver the LE prior to
consummation?
Once the lender has obtained the six points of information,
they are required to provide the applicant with a Loan Estimate
within _____ business days.
The ones liable to ensure that LEs are provided in accordance
with TRID.
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When the total aggregate of fees increases over the 10%
threshold, the creditor must pay the consumer the difference
because they have overstepped what rule?
Whom may provide the LE on behalf of the creditor?
HELOCs and Reverse Mortgages are ______ from the new TRID
disclosures.
Variations permitted for certain charges. What is missing from
this list?
» Property insurance premiums;
» Amounts placed into an escrow, impound, reserve, or similar
account;
» Charges paid to third-party service providers selected by
the consumer consistent with [the rule] that are not on the
list provided pursuant to [the rule]; and
» Charges paid for third-party services not required by the
creditor.
The kind of business day that includes all calendar days except
Sundays and legal public holidays referred to in § 1026.2(a)(6).
#9
The creditor must deliver a ______
& corrected ___________
within 60 days of consummation when actual amount paid by
consumer at consummation exceeded the limitations permitted
by the “good faith determination".
The rule treats E-Sign similarly to ______ ____
The rule allows the CD to be delivered by electronic means if its
delivery meets the requirements of the _-____ ___.
To avoid costly errors, ask the potential consumer for verifying
documentation _____ the Loan Estimate has been given to
the consumer and the consumer responded with an “intent to
proceed” with the application.
If the consumer is permitted to shop for a settlement service,
the creditor shall provide the consumer with a written list of
_________.
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